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Russian public opinion in the first half of the nineteenth century was buffeted by a
complex of cultural, psychological, and historiosophical dilemmas that destabilized
many conventions about Russia’s place in universal history. This article examines one
response to these dilemmas: the Slavophile reconfiguration of Eastern Christianity
as a modern religion of theocentric freedom and moral progress. Drawing upon
methods of contextual analysis, the article challenges the usual scholarly treatment
of Slavophile religious thought as a vehicle to address extrahistorical concerns by
placing the writings of A. S. Khomiakov and I. V. Kireevskii in the discursive and
ideological framework in which they originated and operated. As such, the article
considers the atheistic revolution in consciousness advocated by Russian Hegelians,
the Schellingian proposition that human freedom and moral advancement were
dependent upon the living God, P. Ia. Chaadaev’s contention that a people’s religious
orientation determined its historical potential, and the Slavophile appropriation of
Russia’s dominant confession to resolve the problem of having attained historical
consciousness in an age of historical stasis.

i
This article offers a contextual rereading of familiar texts in Russian intellectual
history to explain how a particular strand of Slavophile thought, which
recommended Eastern Christianity as the best means to safeguard and direct
Russia’s entry into a modern age of freedom and progress, originated and operated
in the mid-nineteenth century. The fact that the first generation of Slavophiles,
namely Aleksei Stepanovich Khomiakov (1804–60) and Ivan Vasil’evich Kireevskii
(1806–56), appropriated the tenets of Russia’s dominant confession to resolve
cultural, psychological, and historiosophical dilemmas engendered by events of
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the day was well known to contemporaries.1 Yet most scholars do not examine
the Slavophile reconfiguration of Orthodoxy from that perspective.2 They tend,
rather, to employ a proleptic approach to the study of Slavophile religious
thought (an approach that often elides the discontinuity between the historically
contingent meaning of a text and the dehistoricized interpretation elicited from
that same text by present-day readers) to determine its relevance to a variety of
extrahistorical questions.3 The religious writings of Khomiakov and Kireevskii
are commonly marshaled to illuminate some distinctive trait of the Russian
mind and thus explain Slavophilism’s unique but incomplete contribution to the
history of philosophy;4 argue for Slavophilism’s “universal significance” to today’s
spiritual needs;5 or help to determine the reason why Slavophilism terminated
in reactionary statism, theocratic messianism, xenophobic racism, or totalitarian
nationalism.6
The broadest effect of this approach on scholarship is to read all of Slavophilism
as a “strongly utopian variety of conservatism” and a “sociological determined
system of values,” which in its collectivistic and irrational “thought-style” could
neither comprehend nor resolve the problems confronting imperial Russia. In
regard to Slavophile religious thought, Khomiakov’s “conception of faith” is
considered to be “anti-intellectual,” hampered by “ecclesiological immanentism,”
and premised on the need “to vanquish the temporal world through inner
integration and spiritual contemplation.” Kireevskii’s understanding of religion
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the History of Ideas,” History and Theory 8/1 (1969), 22–4.
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is reduced to a type of “social mysticism” endemic to “almost all the aristocratic,
antimodern ideologies of early nineteenth-century Europe,” and his personal
commitment to Orthodoxy is diagnosed as a “neurotic symptom and the usual
companion of a deep fear of social change.”7
Recent reevaluations of Slavophile sociopolitical thought have complicated
these depictions of Slavophilism as a mystical renunciation of the secular or a
class-based desire to retreat to some golden age. Despite the real ambivalence
that many Slavophiles felt toward political and legal authority, a close reading of
relevant texts demonstrates that Khomiakov, Kireevskii, and their confrères often
claimed a pragmatic role for state institutions, especially in legislating the end
of serfdom and protecting social order against centrifugal forces.8 A study that
locates Slavophilism in the post-1789 current of “cultural nationalism” suggests
that it is best understood as a practical project for the depoliticized enlightenment
(prosveshchenie) of educated society and the people (narod), which was to be
achieved with the actualization of Russia’s popular culture and its pedagogical
contribution to Universalgeschichte.9
A contextual analysis of Slavophile religious thought complements and
substantiates this reassessment of Slavophilism as a creative, if uneven and
illiberal, engagement with modernity,10 particularly those cultural, institutional,
and epistemological transformations that expressed the “gradual internalization
of authority.”11 Modernity in this sense partly manifested itself in historical
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Michael Hughes, “State and Society in the Political Thought of the Moscow Slavophiles,”
Studies in East European Thought 52 (2000), 159–83; idem, “‘Independent Gentlemen’: The
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Slavonic and East European Review 71/1 (1993), 66–88; Nikolai Tsimbaev, Istoriosofiia na
razvalinakh imperii (Moscow, 2007), 256–346.
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(Albany, NY, 2006).
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claims and Eurocentric historicism. Frederick Cooper, Colonialism in Question: Theory,
Knowledge, History (Berkeley, CA, 2005), chap. 5 (this work was suggested to me by one of
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Modernity: Politics, Knowledge, Practices (New York, 2000), 1–2, 13 n. 2.
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consciousness, i.e. in the awareness of one’s situatedness in history’s progressive
movement from lower to higher stages of development. Such a manifestation
began to take shape in Russia in the 1820s, as public commentators and scholars
adopted aspects of Schellingian idealism to formulate philosophical notions
of nationality (narodnost’) that gave the narod some degree of agency in the
unfolding course of Russian and world history.12 The various historiosophical
projects to arise from this type of consciousness generally sought to identify
and activate the authentic stimulus to Russia’s historical advancement; establish
discrete, inviolable spheres in social reality in which the genuine agent of history
could freely mature and self-consciously act; and remove psychological and
sociopolitical barriers that encumbered personal and collective perfectibility.
By establishing the “historicity of the question” that occupied the early
Slavophiles and the “historicity of the answer” that they proposed,13 this
essay demonstrates that Khomiakov’s and Kireevskii’s appropriation of Eastern
Christianity should be seen as an engaged response to the dilemma of having
attained historical consciousness in an age perceived to be historically static. The
ability to overcome this conundrum was generally thought to be dependent upon
finding answers to a set of historically specific questions: was the law-governed
process of historical development (zakonomernost’) immanent in nature or
transcendent in God, and what role, if any, did free will play in its realization;
was personhood (lichnost’) exclusively rooted in the material world or partly
grounded in the divine;14 what were the causes of Russia’s cultural, psychological,
and historiosophical disorders; and how could these disorders be alleviated to
further Russia’s course along the path of universal history?
Khomiakov and Kireevskii were well placed in Russian society to address these
questions and shape the contours and content of public opinion.15 Because of
their social and genealogical status as part of the pre-Petrine landed nobility,
they were in a position to appeal to those members of the gentry who disdained
the institutions and values of officialdom but who felt great loyalty to tsar and
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homeland. Like Aleksandr Ivanovich Koshelev (1806–83) and Petr Vasil’evich
Kireevskii (1808–56), both of whom played significant roles in the formation
of early Slavophilism, Khomiakov and Ivan Kireevskii were able to relate to
those educated Russians born in the decade before the Patriotic War of 1812.
Napoleon’s occupation of Moscow and Russia’s subsequent triumph over France
grounded them in a collective childhood memory of the Russian nation acting
in common purpose and shared sacrifice to defeat a foreign enemy, reconstitute
the sovereignty of the state, and defend the Russian way of life. During different
periods of their adult lives, Khomiakov and Kireevskii participated in important
philosophical circles and literary salons. It was at these gatherings that they first
befriended leading figures in state and society over conversations about the effects
of European civilization on Russian culture and, consequently, the relationship
between Russia and Europe in the realization of world history.16 And in the
course of their intermittent journalistic careers, both men published, edited,
and/or contributed to several journals, including The European, Moscow Herald,
The Muscovite, Moscow Miscellany, and Russian Colloquium, which allowed them
to reach their intended audience in a public, if circumscribed, manner.
Yet the type of Russian who found the early Slavophile vision most appealing
did not belong to that pre-1812 generation. The group principally attracted to
Khomiakov and Kireevskii was a collection of young men, born sometime after
Napoleon’s defeat, who generally believed that religion was “the source of all
enlightenment” and, as such, the determinant of a people’s moral and historical
potential.17 These second-generation Slavophiles, including K. S. Aksakov, I. S.
Aksakov, A. N. Popov, V. A. Panov, A. F. Gil’ferding, D. A. Valuev, Iu. F. Samarin,
and N. P. Giliarov-Platonov, were intellectually defined by the fact that they had
been reared in a milieu shaped by European science and philosophy but still found
ultimate meaning in their native culture and its Orthodox heritage.18 Khomiakov’s
and Kireevskii’s influence on this group was partly based on the ease with which
they operated in the seemingly antagonistic worlds of faith and reason. They
comfortably spoke in the languages of German Idealism and Romanticism, two
important modes of discourse in Russian society and in certain high-ranking
offices of state.19 Khomiakov, for example, was thought by some to possess
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an understanding of Hegel’s philosophy that equaled, if not surpassed, that
of Russian Hegelians (gegel’iantsy).20 Kireevskii studied with those he called the
“first-class minds of Europe,” including Schleiermacher, Savigny, Gans, Schelling,
and Hegel, the last of whom twice invited the impressionable student from
Russia to his private residence.21 But they also conversed in the language of
Orthodox dogma, ecclesiastical history, and the Church Fathers. Khomiakov in
particular found lifelong sustenance in the spirituality, ritualism, and piety of the
Russian Church,22 even as he abhorred its reliance on civil authority to enforce
canon law. And around the same time that he was composing two of his most
notable essays, one on how different cultural stimuli generated different national
trajectories and another on the need to overcome philosophical rationalism
and religious fundamentalism,23 Kireevskii sought personal betterment in the
practices of Orthodox asceticism, which necessitated material privation and
spiritual counseling from a monastic elder, and coordinated with members of
the Optina hermitage and the Moscow Spiritual Academy to translate patristic
and Byzantine writings into the Russian vernacular.24
It was this ability to render faith in innovative terms—“to reconcile modernity
with the sacred tradition,”25 as one scholar has described Khomiakov’s aesthetic
vision—and apply it to historiosophical problems that mainly distinguished
early Slavophiles from their intellectual adversaries.26 Whereas many gegel’iantsy
or Westernizers (zapadniki) sought to do away with speculation about
transcendental reality or belief in a personal God as primitive, outdated modes
of consciousness that hindered humanity’s advancement toward higher stages
of being, Khomiakov and Kireevskii made religion the cornerstone of their
historiosophy. They did so not by uncritically reclaiming pre-Petrine Orthodoxy
or naively championing the state-sponsored Church of their day. As we shall see
below, Khomiakov and Kireevskii altered the anthropological and ecclesiastical
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doctrines of Eastern Christianity in response to the challenges of Russian
Hegelianism and in accordance with categories mainly derived from Schelling
and Petr Iakovlevich Chaadaev (1794–1856), with the intent of making Orthodoxy
meaningful to those members of educated society tempered by advances in the
natural and social sciences and dissatisfied with the existing Church. In this
reformulation of Russia’s historical faith, God’s will and His divine attributes,
once believed to be inaccessible and external to man (chelovek), were partly
internalized in the very structure of human nature, and the Orthodox Church
was cast as a theonomous institution that lovingly guided the faithful in their
communion with God and their willful actualization of Providence.27
Placing Slavophile religious thought in its formative and operational context,
therefore, has implications beyond revising the standard, proleptic approach to
the study of Slavophilism. An analysis of Khomiakov’s and Kireevskii’s writings
that is contextually sensitive to its subject matter provides evidence to support
claims about the resiliency, even centrality, of faith in the modern era, not as its
antonym but as a vital, if sometimes dialectical, component of its realization.28
Much of the reassessment of religion’s relationship with modernity has occurred
in scholarship on the Enlightenment and the variety of responses to it.29 In
this historiographical development, the foundations of “modern culture” are
not exclusively secular but “decidedly religious,” and the Enlightenment itself
is historically retrieved as a multifarious phenomenon that “made possible
new iterations of faith.”30 Recent reevaluations of Idealism, Romanticism, and
French liberalism have similarly identified currents of thought that not only were
informed by religious concerns, but in many cases sought to renovate religion by
establishing new modes of comprehending God and articulating His Plan.31
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Early Slavophilism, of course, was not identical to these events in European
intellectual history. It expressed some of the paradoxical lineaments embedded
in the conventions of Russian political culture and discourse. Khomiakov
and Kireevskii advocated spiritual freedom and ecclesiastical independence as
inviolable norms, yet they never formulated concrete plans to guarantee the
sanctity of these spheres in law; nor did they envision a legally organized
civil society that might be built upon the foundations of religious liberty.32
They extolled the simple faith of the narod as an untarnished demonstration
of authentic Orthodoxy, even as they rearticulated their confession in a
sophisticated, idiosyncratic idiom that was indecipherable to the Orthodox
masses. They appropriated Eastern Christianity to address contemporary
problems, despite their own conviction that the official Russian Church was
partly responsible for these very same problems. And they privileged the
tsarist monarchy as a genuine expression of Russian history and culture, while
diminishing the actual value of the state by locating historiosophical authority
in the living God, who resided in the true Orthodox Church and its members.
Despite these disjunctions, it was their reconfiguration of Eastern Christianity
as a dynamic religion of theocentric freedom and moral progress that made
Khomiakov and Kireevskii proponents of a project parallel to currents in
contemporary European thought. For their renovation of faith was not a return
to idyll. It was conceived as a return to the spiritual traditions of personal
creativity and institutional theonomy, the two elements that the early Slavophiles
innovatively located in Orthodoxy to resolve the historiosophical dilemma of
Russian modernity.

ii
One of the central questions to engage European thinkers after the French
Revolution in political sovereignty, the Kantian revolution in philosophy, and
similar moments of intellectual and sociopolitical rupture at the time was how
best to alleviate the sense of personal alienation and spiritual disjointedness
that resulted from the weakening and, in some cases, out-right destruction of
traditional institutions and value systems. An array of antagonistic answers was
32

For Kireevskii, the political intent in removing secular authority from matters of faith
was to infuse autocratic governance with Christian principles. Such a transformation, he
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offered in response to this question, especially in regard to the role of religion in
fostering Europe’s post-revolutionary recovery. The contours of this debate over
religion were generally expressed in three broad programs: the reinstatement of
conventional forms of Christian obedience, embodied most clearly in the Holy
Alliance and the Prussian state’s propagation of pietistic fundamentalism;33 the
annihilation of supernatural and transcendental modes of cognition, considered
by atheists of various ideological persuasions to be the primary barrier to
humanity’s immanent advancement toward rational, secular autonomy;34 or
the renewal of Christianity through speculative philosophy and other forms of
critical inquiry to make it meaningful to the present age.35
A similar question about the role of religion occupied educated Russia in
the first third of the nineteenth century. In response to the upheavals that
had unsettled the Continent for twenty-five years (1789–1815), leading figures in
Russian government, court, church, and public opinion sought to strengthen the
established order through the imposition of traditional Orthodoxy or, in some
cases, the introduction of alternative types of Christian faith, as the tenets of
enlightened absolutism had been weakened in their conceptual association with
the ideological foundations of Revolutionary France. The offices of the Russian
Church and the Most Holy Synod, the Russian Bible Society, the short-lived “Dual
Ministry” of Spiritual Affairs and Popular Enlightenment, and various mystical
groups inspired by the German Awakening used elements of Christianity to try
to restore the integrity of Russian society. They did so by emphasizing spiritual
renewal over institutional reform, bridling individual passion with barracks-style
symmetry and spiritual hygiene, or directing social behavior toward normative
truths found in Scripture.36
These efforts to deploy religion to buttress the status quo were not entirely
successful, as domestic episodes undermined the imperial regime’s claims
to legitimacy and, consequently, compelled elements of society to alter the
conventional understanding and application of faith in Russia. One of the main
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propositions of autocracy, fully articulated during the Catherinian era, was that
only the state could guide and direct Russia’s imperial mission, as it alone stood
above the petty, willy-nilly interests of the empire’s disparate social groups.37 The
validity of this universalist claim further eroded in the last decade of Alexander
I’s life (d. 1825) as a result of growing administrative caprice (proizvol) and,
paradoxically, Russia’s military success in the “people’s war” against Napoleon.38
Frustration with arbitrary authority soon took institutional and ideological form
with the establishment of clandestine groups like the Union of Salvation (1816),
renamed the Society of True and Loyal Sons of the Fatherland (1817), and the
Union of Prosperity (1818–21).
Discontent finally erupted in December 1825, when members of the secret
Northern and Southern societies, several of whom were veterans of the Patriotic
War of 1812, and regiments under their command violently repudiated autocracy,
an event that both expressed and accelerated antipathy toward Russia’s existing
political system and culture. In response to the Decembrist revolt, Nicholas I
(r. 1825–55) established the Third Section of His Imperial Majesty’s Own
Chancellery to spy on political suspects, including Khomiakov and Kireevskii,
both of whom ran afoul of the government’s surveillance apparatus and
censorship regime. And in an attempt in the early 1830s to bring about muchneeded institutional reform, while maintaining political stability following
revolutions abroad and misguided social engineering at home, the minister
of popular enlightenment, Count S. S. Uvarov, deployed Orthodoxy as
one of two expressions of narodnost’, the other being autocracy, in a
strategy to further the development of what he called the “state structure.”39
These and other measures started to convince some members of literate
Russia, especially those who embraced various philosophies of history and
religion then circulating in Europe, that the autocracy was no longer an
agent of orderly progress but, rather, a major impediment to Russian
history.
The sense of inertia that began to infuse educated society’s historical
consciousness helped to generate one of the most provocative symbols of the
Nicholaevan era: Russian backwardness. In this conceptualization, which directly
entered public discourse in the fall of 1836 with the publication of the first of Petr
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Chaadaev’s so-called lettres philosophiques adressées à une dame,40 Russia lagged
far behind its European counterparts because of unfavorable cultural and spiritual
conditions that long ago separated it from the genuine source of world-historical
advancement.41 As such, Russia was incapable of pursuing the necessary course
toward universal concord, however defined, since it lacked access to the proper
stimuli available to other historically oriented peoples. The search soon was on
to unravel this dilemma, a search that, beginning around 1838–42, elicited two
broad responses in capital-city salons, circles, journalism, and scholarship: the
Slavophile renovation of Eastern Christianity as a modern religion of freedom
and progress, and the Russian Hegelian repudiation of religious consciousness as
one of the main obstacles to historical development.

iii
Scholars of European intellectual history long ago identified two forms of
agency, each seemingly antagonistic toward the other, in Hegel’s philosophy
of history. The agent of progress identified in Phänomenologie des Geistes was
man himself, willfully and actively participating in the process by which Reason
gradually emerged from, and then definitively established itself in, history.
The agent of history principally outlined in Vorlesungen über die Philosophie
der Geschichte was Reason alone, which, in its absolute movement toward
actualization, dialectically used humanity as an instrument to realize itself in
historical time.42 These divergent historiosophical categories helped to mold the
language, symbols, and experiential self-interpretation of “young Russia” during
the 1830s,43 a group to which Kireevskii and Khomiakov initially belonged, as it
sought to challenge the autocracy’s claim to universality and historical agency,
40
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recalibrate Russia’s historical trajectory, and, in some cases, liberate itself from
conventional gender and generational roles.44
Alienated from the dominant public structures of Nicholaevan Russia—an era
commonly described by literary figures and cultural critics, including Kireevskii,
for its spiritual frailty, moral decadence, intellectual atrophy, social vacuity, and
psychological deficiency45 —Russian Hegelians initially adopted a deterministic
understanding of historical progress in which lichnost’ was a vessel through
which zakonomernost’ rationally and inexorably worked itself out. Young men
like N. V. Stankevich, M. A. Bakunin, and V. G. Belinskii initially assumed that
the end of history would come into being through non-volitional forces that
dialectically propelled humanity toward its optimistic end. It was man, as P.
V. Annenkov later recalled, who constituted the “arena within which the rite
of self-determination and the ultimate manifestation of the ‘Creative Idea’ is
performed.”46 The notion that Reason or Spirit emerged in human consciousness
through an impersonal, immanent process that was external to the self precluded
the possibility of personal initiative. From this perspective, human freedom could
not vitiate or alter the course of history, and stages in historical development could
not be circumvented or accelerated. What was required of the self-conscious
individual was to align his will (volia) with the “eternal laws of Reason” (vechnye
zakony razumeniia), laws that simultaneously justified the existing order of things,
however exigent, and ineluctably led to the establishment of a rational world order
based on love.47
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Due to a variety of personal experiences and ideological influences, Belinskii
and A. I. Herzen soon inverted those Hegelian concepts that they found to be
overly deterministic to formulate a conception of lichnost’ according to which the
human person freely participated in the aesthetic and pedagogical act of making
Reason conscious in the world. The result of such action was twofold: it would
emancipate the embryonic Russian nation from political absolutism, i.e. from the
principal institutional barrier to world-historical progress, and embed Russia’s
national development in the unfolding process of universal history. Although
still understood in teleological terms, history was no longer thought to advance
along the “path of perfection” in accordance with the impersonal dictates of some
“natural, fated, and inevitably progressive scheme.” Instead, the course of world
history was contingent upon “phenomenal, chance protests” of self-conscious
individuals who revolted against the impediments of Reason, a historiosophical
assertion that not only accommodated free will but necessarily required its active
intervention to fulfill the telos of history. Human freedom, or the “fullness of
spiritual and material existence,” was understood to be both the active means
and the preordained end of history.48
Central to this Hegel à la russe, especially in its more volitional orientation,
were the materialistic and atheistic tenets of Left Hegelianism,49 concepts that
around 1840 began to alter the discursive framework of Russian intellectual
history by embedding an array of new categories in public opinion, which,
to borrow the language of John Toews, anthropocentrically reduced the
“actualization of the absolute” to the “self-actualization of man.”50 Viewed
through the interpretative lenses of David Strauss, August Cieszkowski, Ludwig
Feuerbach, and Bruno Bauer,51 Hegel’s philosophies of history and religion
were construed to mean that the procession of history, which was activated
and guided by revolutionary praxis, perpetually negated the structure of the
present, and that the dialectical progression of consciousness in world history
had already moved beyond the psychological need for God.52 History, therefore,
became dependent upon the godless individual willfully acting in accordance
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with the laws of development and consciously committing himself to the
necessity of humanity’s immanent and natural self-redemption.53 Religious faith
and metaphysical speculation, what Herzen derisively labeled “scholasticism”
and “mysticism,” stood as outdated modes of consciousness that had to be
surmounted in Russia, as they already had been in the political, literary, and
philosophical centers of Europe.54
Scientific empiricism offered the only avenue toward truth, progress, and thus
“salvation for modern man.”55 The human person was to orient himself not
toward a supernatural or transcendental authority, i.e. the illusory product of
what Herzen called “non-science” (ne-nauka), but toward an anthropological
ideal of “rational man” and “purified personality.”56 Humanity could attain
authentic freedom only after man became conscious of the world-historical fact
that he was his own supreme being. Faith, therefore, had to be replaced by
science if man was to become his higher self. Consequently, God and His earthly
institution, the Church, were understood to be obstacles in the actualization of
the unfettered personality and the advancement of history. It was Hegel’s “algebra
of revolution,” Herzen insisted, that postulated the inevitable destruction of the
“Christian world, the world of tradition that has outlived itself.”57 Russia’s and the
world’s deliverance necessitated the end of religion. As such, Eastern Christianity
had to be overcome by the willful actions of the autonomous lichnost’ and the
rational course of historical advancement, forces that would rectify the fallacy of
the biblical God, secularize and ethicize the Beatitudes, break the ecclesiastical
shackles that chained the human spirit to corrupt clerics, and emancipate the
Russian people from supernatural and terrestrial slavery.58

iv
The principal philosophical challenge to the Hegelian revolution in Russian
thought came from those members of educated society who found lasting
resonance in the writings of Schelling,59 including Kireevskii, who as early as
53
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1832 advocated Schelling’s work as an antidote to materialistic, rationalistic, and
atheistic currents in European philosophy.60 Kireevskii and his good friend
Aleksandr Koshelev initially encountered Schelling’s philosophical system in
Lovers of Wisdom (liubomudry), a clandestine society organized in the mid-1820s
by Prince V. F. Odoevskii and D. V. Venevitinov.61 The group’s unofficial journal,
Mnemosyne, broadly promoted Schelling’s contention that human freedom was
grounded not in the immanent unfolding of empirical reality but in the eternal
sphere of transcendental reality. In an aphorism about the history of philosophy
and the limits of epistemology, for example, Odoevskii explained that in his quest
for ultimate knowledge man existed in between two worlds, the conditional
realm of matter and the absolute realm of the transcendent. If the human
person remained cognitively trapped in the deterministic confines of nature,
he could not advance to higher stages of existence. Yet, because he was created as
a rational being, and as such reflected the very essence of the unconditional, man
possessed the ability to leap out of the world of sensory perception and freely
aspire “toward supreme, authentic knowledge,” which resided in an otherworldly
domain governed by the principles of infiniteness and freedom.62
This attempt to resolve the problem of freedom and necessity by locating
human nature in an indeterminate Absolute was not uncommon in the
wake of the Kantian revolution in ethics and anthropology.63 What mainly
distinguished Schelling’s conceptualization of man’s ultimate Grund from the
general orientation of German Idealism—a distinction that helped to shape
early Slavophilism’s commitment to religious consciousness as the means to
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engender self-determination, self-consciousness, and thus Russia’s advancement
into the modern age64 —resided in Schelling’s insistence, which was picked up
by Kireevskii, that human freedom emanated not just from an abstract notion
of God but from a God who, although inaccessible to rational cognition, was
real and actual.65 The divine gift of free will, which constituted the organizing
principle of human decision-making and action, came not from an impersonal
God of the dead but from a willful God of the living.66 And it was solely because
of God’s incarnational intervention in the course of man’s temporal existence
that the “melancholy monotony” of coming-to-be and passing-away had been
disrupted, a gratuitous act of love from above that gave postlapsarian man the
capacity to escape material annihilation.67 Man’s highest goal in this formulation
was to act in accordance with the divine will of the living God.68
This “metaphysics of agency,” to use Terry Pinkard’s terminology,69 was based
on what Schelling called “the concept of derivative absoluteness or divinity,” i.e.
the postulation that God would only reveal Himself to a creature that was similar
to Him, namely a free being that in its humility to and dependence upon God
was self-determining. In this sense, man’s finite, conditional freedom emanated
from God’s infinite, unconditional freedom. This similitude to God meant that
man must be “just as” free as his Creator, a religious conceptualization of will
and conduct that made the freedom to choose sacred, absolute, and divine.
Although liberated from materialistic determinism by its derivation from God’s
freedom, human action did not lose its providential orientation, as free will
was grounded in divine will, the locus in which absolute freedom and absolute
necessity found complete harmony.70 Revelation of this “double life,” in which
man participated both in the universal life of God and in the unique life that
belonged exclusively to him, imparted soul-saving knowledge,71 whereby man
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became aware of the fact that he possessed a spiritual personhood (Selbstheit or
Persönlichkeit) that necessarily but freely drew him back up to God.72 Translated
into the historiosophical idiom of contemporary Russia, zakonomernost’ was not
world-immanent and rigidly deterministic but world-transcendent and creatively
actualized by lichnost’. As we shall see below, it was this conceptualization that Petr
Chaadaev offered to educated society circa 1829–36 as an explanation for Russian
backwardness—the same milieu and timeframe in which the early Slavophiles,
who frequently encountered Chaadaev in Moscow salons, including one hosted by
Kireevskii’s mother, A. P. Elagina, first became aware of Russia’s historiosophical
predicament.

v
In the spring of 1842 Petr Chaadaev sent a letter to Schelling decrying the
impact that the Hegelian revolution in historiosophy, “which teaches the dynamic
advancement of humanity’s spirit and reduces the role of the individual spirit
to nothing,” was having on Russian and European thought. “I must tell you,”
Chaadaev declared,
that we find ourselves in a kind of intellectual crisis, which will probably determine the
future of our civilization, a home-grown reaction that preys upon us, a natural consequence
of the foreign influences that are still among us to this day. Each event in the advancement
of the human spirit has for us, therefore, the greatest significance. And that philosophy,
which reigned supreme in Berlin before your arrival there, having penetrated Russia and
placed faddish ideas in several of our young minds, threatens completely to distort our
national sentiment. Its prodigious elasticity, which can be used for all sorts of applications,
has cultivated among us a plethora of bizarre ideas about our history. Its fatalistic logic,
which has nearly eliminated free will [le libre arbitre] and which finds inexorable necessity
lurking everywhere . . . is prepared to reduce all of our history to an arrogant apotheosis
of ourselves.

The only recourse to save Russia and Europe from the rigid determinism,
ideological deformation, and cultural self-destruction that seemingly emanated
from the system of Hegel was to ground man’s conditional freedom in
the necessity of the living God, who revealed man’s destiny by implanting
transcendental concepts—to be realized in historical time and social reality—
in the soul of each person. Chaadaev hoped that Schelling’s lecture series
at the University of Berlin would facilitate this counterattack by eradicating
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the destructive tendencies that continued “to flourish in [Europe’s] academic
capital.”73
Nearly six years before Schelling received this letter from his Russian admirer,
Nicholas I had ordered Chaadaev’s house arrest for the publication of an
epistolary essay in which the former imperial aide-de-camp condemned his own
homeland for its spiritually induced backwardness. Chaadaev’s philosophical
letter, as well as the seven other unpublished letters that had been circulating in
manuscript form in Moscow’s salon society, has long been considered a “point
of departure” in the course and structure of Russian intellectual history and,
as such, has received much scholarly attention.74 Often underappreciated in
studies of Chaadaev’s contribution to Russian thought is the fact that his letters
laid the rhetorical and conceptual foundation for all subsequent philosophies of
history in Russia, including the historiosophy of early Slavophilism, that made
religion and religious consciousness the sine qua non of moral and historical
progress.75
In Chaadaev’s philosophy of history, Orthodoxy offered no stimulative hope
for Russia’s historical stasis. The fateful decision made in tenth-century Kievan
Rus’ to adopt Byzantine Orthodoxy, Chaadaev insisted, had isolated Russia from
“the general law of humanity,” as the spiritual tradition it appropriated was
confined to the inert asceticism and introverted mysticism of Eastern Christianity.
Because of its religious isolation and peculiarity, Russia was closed off from
the vigorous doctrines that for nearly two millennia had propelled the Roman
Catholic world toward the Kingdom of God. Instead of embracing the social ideas
of Western Christendom that had produced Europe’s progressive value system,
i.e. “the ideas of duty, justice, law, and order,” the Russian people confessed and
practiced aspects of the Christian faith that made them “individualistic, volatile,
and incomplete.” Most disastrously, the servility and docility of Orthodoxy, which
permeated Russian culture, separated its followers from the universal course of
providential history, which necessitated an active, free, and outwardly oriented
religiosity to build God’s “perfect order” on earth.76
Central to Chaadaev’s critique of contemporary Russian society and its cultural
heritage, and what constituted the lynchpin of his historiosophy, were two
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interrelated concepts mainly derived from Schelling: a “two-world theory” of
human perfectibility, and the notion that it was religious ideas, not material
interests or natural causation, that initiated and guided humanity’s advancement
toward higher stages of being.77 In other words, the stimulus to moral and
historical progress was world-transcendent, not world-immanent. Although
man physically lived in the mundane world, another world existed outside
the realm of empirical reality. Because he was created by God and, therefore,
in possession of divine characteristics, man was capable of relating to this
transcendental reality. In fact, failure to orient one’s soul to the Divine caused
psychological damage, as the soul, much like the body, required its own regimen,
which could only be derived from the supernatural realm from which it had
originated.78 It was the subordination of the self to the transcendent that initiated
the procedure by which the human person, in his innate quest for “unending
perfectibility,” morally ascended to God and engendered the process by which
His Kingdom was eschatologically actualized in social reality and historical
time.79
Chaadaev’s two-world theory, which made the synonymous movements of
individual perfectibility and collective advancement contingent upon man’s
moral assimilation to the living God, challenged materialist philosophies of
history that grounded the processes of historical progress in the natural
sequence of human consciousness, i.e. the notion that human nature ascended
to higher stages of being on its own accord.80 According to Chaadaev, the
structure of the material world was deterministic and, as such, entirely static,
a closed cycle of finite physical existence and eternal spiritual death. It could
not provide man dynamic principles with which to leap out of his limited,
temporal existence. Moral progress was not immanent in nature, society, or the
human mind unaided by revelation. Rather, it required the vertical intrusion
of transcendental categories, of truths not made by human hands, into the
horizontal realm of human existence. Any attempt to act in this world in
accordance with a historiosophy exclusively organized around “the meaningless
system of mechanical perfection” would lead that person or community down
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the slippery slope toward “imaginary perfectibility” and “infinite degradation.”81
The only truths that resided in human consciousness were the ones primordially
deposited there by God.82
In this formulation of how divine gifts vitiated material causation, Chaadaev
made religious ideas the impetus to historical development.83 Actual progress and
genuine ascent in the natural world were ultimately dependent upon revelation.
God propelled history forward by creating a “moral sphere,” independent of
human reason, out of which arose “modes of existence.” All social and cultural
manifestations, e.g. values, mores, interests, even political and legal institutions,
were the ever-unfolding epiphenomena of religious ideas that had been adopted
at the beginning of a people’s historical existence.84 Different stages in history
were engendered not by changes in economic behavior but by spiritual advances
initiated by revelation, the only force capable of stimulating moral and historical
progress. Religion constituted the “invigorating principle” of history as well as the
“soul of social existence” that shaped human behavior. Religious consciousness
properly ordered, therefore, was not some archaic form of “fanaticism and
superstition” but an invaluable type of non-rational cognition that allowed the
religious person, who was attuned to the supernatural, to ascertain and participate
in God’s revealed plan.85
By postulating the existence of transcendental reality and by locating the
stimulus of moral and historical progress in God, Chaadaev helped to establish
the notion in Russian discourse that the historiosophical problem of freedom
and necessity could only be resolved in the maintenance and cultivation of
religious consciousness. Awareness and acceptance of divine revelation liberated
man from the dead necessity of matter, by making the pursuit of unending moral
perfection a free choice that, although God-given, was the responsibility of each
person. The living necessity of Providence required free will to actualize God’s
plan, a concept embodied in the Incarnation, which expressed and symbolized
the eternal harmony of absolute freedom and absolute necessity. The Word had
become flesh in order “to lead man to his destiny, without limiting his freedom
or suppressing any of the forces that are inherent to him.”86
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vi
It was within this broad context—delineated by the imperial regime’s
appropriation of religion for matters of state, by the historiosophical revolutions
in consciousness advocated by Russian Hegelians, by the Schellingian proposition
that the empirical world was animated by and dependent upon the free creativity
of the living God, and by Chaadaev’s assertions that a people’s historical potential
resulted from the religiosity it originally embraced and that the fulfillment of
Providence could only be achieved voluntarily—that Khomiakov and Kireevskii
recast Orthodoxy as a religion of theocentric freedom and moral progress.
To operate effectively in this discursive and ideological framework the early
Slavophiles could not violate the established lexicon of educated society. Since at
least the reign of Catherine the Great, philosophical and scientific terminology
broadly determined the appropriate manner in which literate Russia, including
elements of officialdom, spoke about itself and examined its country’s needs and
goals.87 Khomiakov and Kireevskii were no exception. They never abandoned
scientific and philosophical modes of discourse, even when they employed the
language of faith, as such an abandonment would have placed their arguments
outside the linguistic contours of their day. Instead, Khomiakov and Kireevskii
sought to align philosophy and science with their own spiritual autobiographies,
which were imbued with religious experiences shaped by Orthodoxy and from
which they extrapolated signs and symbols to resolve the historiosophical
dilemma engendered by historical consciousness in an age perceived to be
historically stagnant.
One of the first steps that the early Slavophiles took to make Orthodox
Christianity relevant to the concerns of educated society was to appropriate
elements of Chaadaev’s historiosophical scheme. This reconfiguration mainly
occurred in Khomiakov’s Semiramida or Notes on Universal History, a draft
of which was composed in the late 1830s in response to Chaadaev’s first
philosophical letter.88 In this massive work, Khomiakov posited the notion
that history operated according to two antagonistic religious principles that
87
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engendered either a teleology of rigid determinism or an eschatology of personal
creativity. This formulation of religious antinomies, expressed by competing
notions of the Divine,89 helped to introduce educated society to an array of binary
categories—free will versus necessity (neobkhodimost’), conditional freedom
grounded in the living God versus radical autonomy located in the atheistic
self, theonomous obedience to God versus coerced obedience to institutional
heteronomy—that Khomiakov contended were individually operative in each
nation’s historical experience and tangibly articulated in its social production of
culture.90 A narod that adopted religious principles organized around the idea
of materiality (materializm or veshchestvennost’) and symbolized by a divinity
that took the form of impersonal necessity inexorably manifested a political
culture disposed to conquest, étatisme, and aristocracy, and it produced types
of cognition inclined toward logical analysis, rationalism, and empiricism. The
volitional religious current, on the other hand, which was organized around
the concept of spirituality (dukhovnost’) and a God symbolically represented by
a freely creating personality, gave rise in Khomiakov’s estimation to a political
culture of communal harmony in which moral and historical development was
continuously stimulated and the human person maintained his distinct rights
(prava) as a child of the living God, and it engendered modes of consciousness
that sought synthesis, reconciliation, and transcendence.91
In Kireevskii’s historiosophical narrative, the principle of dukhovnost’,
perfected in time by Incarnation, Resurrection, and the Body of Christ, entered
Russian history at the moment of its conversion to Eastern Christianity.92
Interacting with Russia’s indigenous cultural norms and social values, the religion
of free spirituality, expressed in the doctrines of the authentic, uncorrupted
Church, revealed itself in a variety of unique ways: the peasant commune, which
embodied the religiosity of conditional freedom and equality before God in
socioeconomic terms; “believing reason,” the integrity of the human person
(tsel’nost’ lichnosti), and the compatibility of faith and reason, which expressed
the wholeness of man’s dual nature in epistemological and ontological terms; and
catholicity (sobornost’ or kafolichnost’), which manifested the synergetic mystery
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of God’s unconditional love for His children and man’s voluntary assimilation to
his Creator in ecclesiastical terms.93 The religiosity that Russia initially confessed
and historically practiced, in other words, shaped and animated its original
institutional mores and social practices, as well as the psychological disposition
of its people.94
Since Russia’s foundational religious principle was theocentric freedom and
ecclesiastical theonomy or, as another Slavophile would later call it, “free
obedience to God and the truth in his Church,”95 its historical destiny could
only be realized in that same spirit. Any deviation from or violation of this mode
of existence, in which the human person voluntarily aspired to fulfill God’s will,
would foment tremendous cultural, psychological, and historiosophical turmoil,
as it would mean that Russia was no longer acting or developing in accordance
with its own spiritual substructure. Throughout the course of Russian history
the threat against this spiritual foundation was real and perennial in the form
of the expansionist, imperialistic state.96 The “religion of material or logical
necessity” that generated this type of despotic authority and the physical and
ontological violence endemic to it constantly sought to annihilate the religion
of personal creativity by undermining its sacred categories and destroying its
visible manifestations.97 The bureaucratic state, as a worldly mechanism derived
from the principle of materiality, continually branded its sword against the true
Church, which was not of this world. If political absolutism surmounted and
dominated this divine institution, whose only means of defense was the Word of
God, then its actions would produce one of two types of ersatz religion: an official,
heteronomous religion from which “nihilism” and “immanence” dialectically
arose in revolt or a popular, retrograde faith from which a “fetishism” of rituals
decadently flourished.98 As such, the religious principles that generated harmony,
reconciliation, and moral perfectibility had to be defended as inviolable against
its enemies, imperialism, atheism, and sectarianism.
Embedded in this historiosophy was a two-world theory, similar to the one
offered by Schelling and Chaadaev, that posited the existence of a permanent
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realm of being grounded in the transcendent and a transient realm of appearance
located in nature.99 Although man lived in both realms, he was predisposed,
as a divinely created being, to orient himself to the Creator’s higher truths, to
things unseen, from which he acquired moral freedom and personal dignity.
Because divine truth “resided outside” the confines of physical reality, the ways
of God were inscrutable and inaccessible to the “dialectical process” of human
reason.100 Rational cognition acted as a guide for man in the material world, a
realm for which it was properly suited, but it could not cross over boundaries that
definitively separated revelation and Providence from postlapsarian thought.101
The only mode of cognition that could open the human person to the
transcendent was religious consciousness, which constituted a higher type of
comprehension than empiricism, as it employed all of man’s cognitive faculties,
including, but not limited to, reason.102 Faith, which Khomiakov described as
a gracious gift from heaven, granted man epistemological access to the “inner
mysteries of God,” which, once humbly received, enveloped the faithful in the
“spirit of divine wisdom.”103 The human person was capable of attaining such
knowledge through the faculty of religious consciousness because he was created
in the image and likeness of God, which meant that he passively possessed certain
divine-like qualities that, once recovered and made operable, actively obligated
him to assimilate to God. Reason, although flawed and limited, could become
conscious of its “essential relationship to God” because the Creator had implanted
the possibility of similitude in the very structure of human nature.104 In fact, it
was man’s movement toward the Divine that constituted his free destiny and the
process by which history was realized in social reality, as God lovingly imposed
upon each person the obligation not to be satisfied with approximate perfection
but to strive continuously and vigorously toward absolute perfection in this
world.105
In the Slavophile reading of Orthodox anthropology, God’s plan could not be
realized by external force, as coercion was anathema to the Lord and interrupted
the synergetic tension between God’s gracious descent to His children and man’s
free but ordered ascent to his Creator. Each person must willfully submit to the
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divine vocation embedded in him. The assimilative process of moral progress
toward God necessitated free will. Once man became cognizant of this “vital
relationship” between Providence and freedom, he gained awareness of the
“moral world order” that mysteriously resided in the transcendent, but was made
accessible to him through religious consciousness and his voluntary participation
in God’s will.106 It was this consciousness of moral freedom, of the freedom
to choose between the love of God and the pride of egoizm, that definitively
established the way in which man’s finite reason related “to God, the eternal
source of reason.”107
Yet the human person could not accomplish his free destiny in the solitude
of “individual religiosity.” Because of moral imperfections that could never fully
be overcome, every person, including the faithful, was “blind” and in perpetual
revolt against God. For faith to be active and objective, Khomiakov declared
and Kireevskii generally concurred, the individual must freely join the One,
Holy, Catholic, and Apostolic Church, which alone on earth preserved God’s
revealed truth, provided a loving sanctuary for the soul’s salvation, and facilitated
the gradual process by which man morally aspired to God’s perfection.108 The
Orthodox Church, therefore, constituted a unique institution in the world of
sin. Unlike man-made organizations, legal systems, or forms of government,
all of which emanated from the natural world and thus expressed man’s fallen
state, the Church was governed by God’s gracious, unconditional love. This
authentic ekklesia, analogous to God’s love and Christ’s redemption, was not an
external authority (avtoritet) to be imposed upon man. It was an embodiment
of truth that sought free believers who longed to fulfill the divinely ordained
goal of Providence. Membership, therefore, could never be compelled. The
human person voluntarily entered the Body of Christ and, once inside, willfully
subordinated himself to its doctrines, a concept of indoctrination that Khomiakov
exclusively assigned to Orthodox ecclesiology.109 In this manner, conscience
was not enslaved to heteronomous dogma. Rather, it was liberated from the
anthropocentric shackles of material existence by “illuminated grace” and lifted
to “those inaccessible heights where Divinity manifests itself.”110 Fully grounded
in the freedom of Christ, whose divine life and redemptive death were manifest
in the theonomous Church, man once again was psychologically disposed to
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pursue “inner perfection” and “divine contemplation,”111 the sacred means by
which humans willfully achieved their moral and historical destiny of personal
and communal wholeness.112
In the political and ideological context of Nicholaevan Russia, however,
the Slavophile project for moral and historical progress was hemmed in by
the competing forces of the bureaucratic autocracy, which included the statesponsored Church, and elements of educated society who believed that religion
was the principal psychological barrier to unfettered autonomy. If salvation was
partly dependent upon sanctuary in a theonomous church, then all Orthodox
subjects of the empire were condemned, at least temporarily, to a life of spiritual
stagnation, as the Russian Church in its present manifestation was not free
from state tutelage. It was perverted by civil authority, which reduced the
Body of Christ to an intolerant instrument of state that persecuted believers
and non-believers alike for its own ends.113 As such, the Church could not
perform its sacred mission of guiding the faithful toward their free destiny. And
if salvation was partly dependent on religious consciousness, then the soul of
every person was threatened with eternal damnation, as the atheistic, materialist
members of “young Russia” and their European counterparts were systematically
undermining Christianity, the Church, and God Himself. Providence and
transcendental reality, the authentic sources of man’s freedom, dignity, and
vocation, were being closed off by the hubris of godless man, who, having fled the
debauched Church of the imperial era, imparted greater authority to his rational
cognition than to the faith of his fathers.
Herein resides the principal critique of Slavophile religious thought. It was
the absolutist state’s sustained assault against the Orthodox Church and the
tenets of “free obedience” that had precipitated the collapse in Russia of the
one institution that was intended to preserve God’s truth and thus direct both
the individual lichnost’ and the collective narod in their quests for forgiveness
and salvation. The consequences for Russia’s moral and historical development
were disastrous. Once the Russian Church began to rely on civil law to defend
itself against heresy, dissent, and confessional competition, a turning point that
Kireevskii dated back to Ivan IV’s Hundred Chapters (1551) and that Khomiakov
located in Peter I’s Spiritual Regulations (1721), it had become a barrier to
God’s revealed truths of similitude anthropology, theonomous sanctuary, and
providential voluntarism, the complex of divine categories that guaranteed
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freedom and stimulated history.114 By subordinating the divine mission of the
Orthodox Church to the “narrow goals of official conservatism,” as one of the
second-generation Slavophiles noted, the autocracy had violated the synergetic
relationship between God and man.115 In other words, the Petrine state, now
manifested in the Nicholaevan regime, and the Church hierarchy that acquiesced
to the demands of empire, were responsible for annihilating the psychological and
institutional foundations of religious consciousness, as evidenced by the advent
of atheistic materialism and the spiritual disorder of contemporary society.116 The
only way to reestablish the foundations of faith—the conduit by which the person
could morally progress and the Russian nation could advance to higher stages of
historical being—was to remove secular authority from Church and conscience,
as those two realms exclusively belonged to the living God, who freely called His
children to return to Him in the providential course of history.

vii
Aleksei Khomiakov and Ivan Kireevskii survived most of their adversaries.
Nicholas I died in February 1855 in the midst of a deteriorating war effort against
major European powers. With the final collapse of the Russian military on the
Crimean Peninsula a year later, a defeat that Khomiakov and others blamed
on a spiritual crisis brought about by the autocracy’s intrusion into matters of
faith,117 the system of governance associated with the Nicholaevan regime lay in
disrepute. Petr Chaadaev, whose writings on Russian backwardness and religious
consciousness informed the Slavophile revision of Orthodoxy, died in April 1856
after two decades of public silence following the scandal of his philosophical letter.
And a core group of gegel’iantsy, including Stankevich, Belinskii, Herzen, and
Bakunin, had passed from the domestic scene because of death, imprisonment,
or emigration.
The fact that Khomiakov and Kireevskii outlasted their antagonists did not
mean that they immediately succeeded in altering social and political reality in
Russia. Although some of their young confrères served in government or took
leading roles in shaping public opinion during the reign of Alexander II (1855–
81), Khomiakov and Kireevskii failed to offer a concrete program to bring about
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Russia’s spiritual renewal and thus stimulate its historical development according
to their terms. After the forced closure of his journal The European in 1832,
Kireevskii fluctuated between extended periods of detachment and brief moments
of intellectual productivity. Because of censorship, most of Khomiakov’s writings
on religion were either privately circulated in manuscript form or published
abroad, usually in a language other than Russian.
The lack of a practical program among the early Slavophiles, of course,
cannot be reduced solely to despondency or suppression. Their suspicion of
constitutionalism, the rule of law, mass partisan politics, and bureaucratic
autocracy meant that they had little recourse other than appealing to nostalgia
and the tsar’s Christian humility in their assertion that Church and personhood
were inviolable, especially in a legal and political culture that had no tradition of
rights or limits on the prerogatives of state.118 The focus on spiritual renovation
also meant that their overall project was concerned less with socioeconomic
innovation—despite their abhorrence of serfdom, most Slavophiles still believed
in the traditional stratification of the Russian population into estates—and more
with changes in psychology and conduct engendered by the recovery of native
cultural norms, as evidenced by their interest in publishing compilations of
and studies about Russian folkways. A new Russia was not to be derived from
a radical reorientation of its economic foundations or the leveling of society.
It would come, rather, from the spiritualization of existing social and political
relationships and the cultivation of supposedly authentic institutions.
Yet their effort to reconfigure Eastern Christianity as a modern religion of
freedom and progress profoundly altered public discourse about Orthodoxy’s
role in the realization of Russian history,119 an alteration that by early 1905
directly shaped the way in which S. Iu. Witte, in his capacity as chairman of
the Committee of Ministers and one of the empire’s leading statesmen, argued
for the establishment of religious freedom.120 For Khomiakov and Kireevskii
grounded their vision of Orthodoxy in the linguistic and conceptual framework of
modernity, which in turn affected the way modernity was articulated in its Russian
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idiom until the end of the old regime. They accepted the premise that theirs was
a paradoxical age of historical consciousness and historical stasis, a dilemma
informed by a complex of antagonistic categories: free will versus necessity,
transcendence versus immanence, spirituality versus materiality, inner renewal
versus state-sponsored social engineering. In their creative reconfiguration of
Russia’s religious heritage, it was Orthodox anthropology that helped to resolve
these antagonisms by partly grounding divine characteristics in human nature,
an internalization of God’s authority that established theocentric freedom, as
opposed to unfettered autonomy, as the individual’s proper historiosophical
disposition. And it was Orthodox ecclesiology, in which the Church constituted
a theonomous sanctuary assigned the sacred task of freely bringing about man’s
moral progress, that removed coercion from the law-governed process of history.
Orthodoxy in this sense became the meaningful mode of thought and behavior
to generate individual and collective advancement in historical time.
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